USE CASE

Minimizing Compliance Risks
Adlib provided high availability, load
balancing, and extensive reporting, and
automated the transformation of tremendous
volumes of documents while meeting
compliance requirements.

THE INDUSTRY
Government

THE SYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE
To automate the process of transforming eDiscovery and Case Management legal
documents and images with appropriate metadata for redistribution to attorneys, this
government agency needed to implement a solution that could be automated.
They were faced with a number of intricate challenges. This government organization
needed to:
• Manage huge volumes of current documents and images
• Convert documents and images to PDF in an efficient and fast manner
• Remove the risk of non-compliance with regulatory requirements

THE DOCUMENTS
eDISCOVERY DOCUMENTS, CASE
MANAGEMENT FILES AND IMAGES

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most

THE RESULT

commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating

High availability and load balancing are critical when dealing with large volumes of

the conversion of content from multiple

documents, which is exactly what this customer needed. Handling everything from single

sources into more manageable and usable

departments to multi-site installations, Adlib’s solutions—with high availability, load

formats to enhance documents at each of

balancing, and extensive reporting—take the pain out of meeting compliance

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

requirements and automating the transformation of tremendous volumes of documents.

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

By using Adlib PDF, this government organization was able to achieve a number

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

of benefits:

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

• Enormous numbers of existing records processed

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Replacement of manual processes with automated custom coding
• Decrease in errors and risk
• Ability to demonstrate compliance with regulations

accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

• Reduction in costs for training personnel

Advanced Rendering enabled this government
agency to meet compliance regulations while
managing large volumes of documents.
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